Hutnan face images form thc important database in police departments, banks, security kiosks, and they are also found in abundance in day-to-day life. In thesc databases the important contcnt, of course, is the fiice region. In this paper, we present a highly efficient system that dctccts the hurnan faces in the wavelet transform for discriminative quantization to achieve high perceptual quality content-based image coding technique. The proposed inethod gives superior subjective performance over JPEG without sacrificing the pcrforinancc in the rate-distortion spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
The human facc is an important subject in irnagc and video databases because it is a unique feature of human beings anti is ubiquitous in photos, news videos, and forms the important clatabase i n police departments, banks, and security kiosks. Thc face can be used to inclcx and search irnagcs and videos, classify video scenes, and segment hurnan objects from the background. Therefore, research on face detection is critical in imagc and video database applications as massive amount of visual materials are captured and stored in visual information system (e.g., image databases, video scrvcrs, etc.). Current face finding techniques usually carry out face detection in unconiprcsscd domain. As most visual materials are stored in some coinpressed form it is dcsirablc to explore technologies for feature extraction and manipulation of images, videos in thc compressed domain 181 . In other words, feature extraction and manipulation are performed on compressed images, videos without decoding or with minimal dccoding only. Face detection directly in the transform domain [6] , [ din applications. However, these techniques are usually pursued independently of the design of image compression algorithms. Most of today's image compression methods are concerned mainly with optimization of signal distortion, bit rate and coding complexity. There is very little emphasis on visual content accessibility. We believe that there exists great correlation i n image compression, manipulation, and feature extraction in order to improve the overall systern performance.
In this paper, a face detection algorithm based on skintone color in wavelet domain and one of the application of this algorithm for efficient content-based coding of face images is presented. Thc proposed content-based image coding method is intended to provide low bit-rate operation with rate-distortion and subjective image quality performance superior to existing JPEG standard. The proposed method addresses some of the requirements of JPEG2000 standard 121.
Organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the face detection algorithm in wavelet domain is described. The application of the above face detection algorithm for content-based coding of color face images is given in Section 3 . Section 4 presents the experimental results. The subjective and objective comparisons of the proposed contentbased image coding method with JPEG standard is also presented. Section 5 presents the summary.
FACE FINDING IN WAVELET DOMAIN
In this section, we present a new fast algorithm that automatically detects face regions in wavelet transform domain [5] . The face detection algorithm consists of three stages, where chrominance, shape and the frequency information are used respectively. The algorithm starts at the LL subimage, a lower resolution vcrsion of the image obtained from the wavelet transform so that the amount of data to be processed is greatly reduced. This lower resolution image is sufficient for detection of face regions rather than detailed low-level features.
In The main purpose of the third and last stage of the algorithm is to verify the face detection result generated by the first two stagcs and remove false alarms caused by ob-jects with colors similar to skin tones. Because of existence of features, such as, eyes, nose, arid lips, there are many discontinuities i n intensity level, which gives rise to high frcqiiency coefficients in wavelet domain for luminance component Y. 'l'hcrcforc, using this fact, the falsc alai-ins :ire discarded if cnough high frequencies arc not present. Thc concept of I L ' N V P~P~ block proposed in [4] is applied lor grouping wavelet coefficients in Y based on zerotree hypothesis [ IO] .
CONTENT-BASED CODING OF FACE IMAGES
Current JPEG standard [ I I] offers excellent rate-distortion performance in the inid and high bit-rates. However, at low bit-rates (e.g., below 0.25 bpp for highly detailed images) the distortion, especially when judged subjectively. becomes unacceptable. JPEG possesses computationnl advantages but suffers from "blocking artifacts" and "inosquito noise" at higher compression ratios. Recently, much attention has been devoted to the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), which has a versatile time-lrequency localization due to inultircsolution decornposition. Most of the efficient wavelet coders [IO] , (91 require buffering, are much more complex than JPEG, and requires multiple passes through the image. The work done in [4] uses the main building blocks of JPEG and the DWT to achieve a versatile system that outperforms JPEG while retaining almost all the fea- tures of JPEG.
coding of f x c images using DWT. The proposed method is an extension of tlic nicthotl [4] for coding of color face iinages. To identify the region of interest in face images, which, of course, is going to be fice region, we use face detection algorithm described in the previous section. The proposed content-based irnagc coding algorithm is intended to pi-ovitle low bit-rate operation with rate-distortion and subjective image quality performance superior to existing stanclatds, without sacrificing perFormince at other points in the rate-distortion spcctrutn.
I n the DWT, the coelficicnts are gonerated by applying ;I cascaclc of two-channel filter banks to the input image ;is given in [ 3 ] . The resultant DWT coefficients are grouped into blocks known as wovelet blocks as described in [4] (71. This type of grouping forms the blocks with coininon spatial location with diffcrcnt subbantls in thc DWT domain. This grouping gives the close association between the spatial location and what it represents, which is very much useful for content-based coding of images. Thcse blocks arc then classified into lace block or non-face block using the algorithm of Section 2. The resulting blocks are scanned into a vector following the procedure given in [4] so that die run-length and entropy coding can be perforined.
Quantiz,ation of the above scanned vectors is done sclectivcly. The finer quantization step is applied for those blocks which are part of the face region and coarscr quantization is done on the remaining part of image. These quantized vectors are further losslessly coded using run-length coding and variable length code tables ofH.263 standard [ I] . The block diagram of the proposed encoder is as shown in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we describe the content-based/region-base~l 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulation were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The objective and subjective analysis of the proposed method is done and cornpared with the JPEG standard. Results are presented for orthogonal and biorthogonal filters. The orthogonal filter of Daubechics having regularity four and biorthogonal filter (7/5) given in [3] are usccl. The simulation results are presented for 256 x 256 "Lady" and 176 x 144 "Foreman" images as shown in Fig. 2 The results of face detection algorithm on "Lndy" and "Foreman" images using the method presented in Section 2 are as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Sub.jcctive performance of the proposed content-based image coding method for "Lady" and "Foreman" images is given i n Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(b)-(d) shows the results of orthogonal. hiorthogonal and JPEG compressed images. The corresponding bit rates and PSNR v~l u e s itre given in Table  I . The blocking effect ustially seen in JPEG compressed images at low bit rates arc ahsent i n case of the proposed methocl. The rcconstructccl images of the proposed algorithi n look more smoother with cxccption of the slight ringing cffect observed at the edges because of high compression. Fig. 4 s h o~s the zooincd portion of f x x for images given in 1;ig. 3. Rate-distortion perforinancc of the proposed method for tliffercnt wavelets and JPEG standard is 21s shown in Fig. 5 for luminance coinponcnt only. Orthogonal ancl biorthogonal filters gave consistent superior pcrforrnance over JPEG standard for "Lady" image at all rates 21s shown in Fig. S(a) . For "Foreman" image, the rate-distortion performance of the biorthogonal filter is superior to orthogonal filter for bit rates below 0.25 bit per pixel (bpp) (Fig. S(b) ). As bit rate increased, the performance of thc hiorthogonal filter falls below that of JPEG while for orthogonnl filter it remains superior to JPEG.
CONCLUSION
I n this paper, we have proposed a new face finding algorithm in wavelet domain for high perceptual quality contcntbased coding o f face images. The essence of the face detection algorithm is that the skin-tone color is used to detect the face regions in a given image. The proposed algorithm for content based coding of face images gives superior objective as well as subjcctive performance compared to JPEG standard.
